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the ingredients of rasa shastra can be compared to the body, which has five elements
(vayu, agni, apana, vyana and prana). the rasa (liquid) is compared to vayu, and the

sattva (light, fragrance, taste and smell) is compared to agni, and the rajas (hot, color and
touch) is compared to vyana and the tamas (heavy, smell and touch) is compared to

prana. therefore, in rasa shastra, the ingredients are those that represent the five
elements of the body, i.e. the rasa (liquid), sattva (light), rajas (hot), tamas (heavy) and

vyana (air). the important ingredients of rasa shastra are those that have the rasa quality
(the meaning of the term rasa is 'liquid' or 'water') and the sattva quality (or 'lightness')
and the rajas quality (or 'heat'). the development of rasashastra remains a mystery and
the tradition is still shrouded in mystery. yet, these texts have survived in oral traditions

from ancient times. the most popular among them are the rasashastra of charak,
sushruta, vighosa, kshirakarni, agniveena and kalpasutra. the sushruta samhita of the

5th-6th century, is one of the most authoritative texts, and probably the oldest. the
charak samhita (ca. 1st century ad) is attributed to charak, an ancient rishi, sage or

shakar, who is said to have lived at the time of the mahabharata, about 2,000 years ago.
the kshirakarni samhita and the agniveena samhita are the latest, written in the 16th

century. the tradition of rasashastra is spread throughout india, but none of the extant
texts is a complete one. the most comprehensive and complete rasashastra text is that of

sushruta, contained in the sushruta samhita, written in the early centuries ad.
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when the son has learned the rasa shastra, he should understand it. his understanding
should be in such a way that he can apply it to all the situations of life. the knowledge

obtained from the rasa shastra is extremely valuable. because of the change of time, the
process of gaining knowledge has also changed. the rasa shastra has become the basis

for all the information about the nature, life, universe and the human consciousness. even
rasa shastra is considered the source of life in ayurveda and other siddha systems. its
original purpose was to teach about the rasa-rakta (the association of rasa and rakta),
which is considered to be the source of all the ayurvedic theories and practices. rasa
shastra is known as the 'gita' of ayurveda. if you want to understand the theory and
practice of rasa shastra, you should know about its history, structure, purpose and

practices. he was named raghu, but was given the name bhima because he had a very
strong chest. for bhima, the relationship between the rasa and the guna-s was more

important than the actual ingredients. this is because bhima was a very active individual
and so he required rasa to replenish his vigour and vitality. i think that the meaning of the

word rasa refers to the rasa-sattva, and the meaning of the word sattva is that which is
light or clear. the sattvic method of administration was used to treat diseases where the

diseased tissue is very thin, so there is little or no mass or density. the common treatment
is to make the patient extremely thin, and then treat the patient with rasa-sattvic

medicines that are light, mild and easy to digest. with such medicines, the patient gets
well. 5ec8ef588b
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